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By Bernard Lonergan : Method in Theology (Lonergan Studies)  lonergans works include insight a study of 
human understanding 1957 and method in theology 1972 as well as two studies of thomas aquinas several theological 
textbooks and numerous essays including two posthumously published essays on macroeconomics lonergan method in 
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theology 5 and common sense itself tends to be biased against deep analysis historical study and often even the 
question of god Method in Theology (Lonergan Studies): 

Method in Theology stands with Insight as Bernard Lonergan s most important work It is Lonergan s answer to those 
who would argue that in this time of cultural change and dissolution the believer is afloat on a sea of multiplying 
theologies without rudder or compass Lonergan was resolute in his refusal to be defeatist on this point While agreeing 
that theology must continually change to mediate between religion and culture he worked out an integral method to gu 
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